Amidst ever-changing compliance and
regulatory requirements, ARMED™ cuts
through the noise, enabling defense
industrial base organizations to manage
a complete cybersecurity program.
ARMED™ provides radical transparency
and the control companies need to
demonstrate compliance, win new
government contracts, and stay ahead
of the game.
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SINGLE PANE
SECURITY
ARMED™ utilizes a single dashboard to manage your
entire cybersecurity program with real-time visibility,
notifications, and control. This revolutionary platform is
designed to replace as many as 40 separate software
tools, bringing everything into one centralized,
comprehensive solution.
ARMED™ provides rich graphic visualizations and reports
that are easy to understand for both company leadership
and technical teams.

COMPLIANCE

Stay ahead of evolving compliance and certifications.

MATURITY

Understand risk, anticipate threats, and scale your
program with confidence.

Protect, detect, and respond to evolving threats in
real time.
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EFFECTIVENESS
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ARMED™ includes powerful customizable modules to manage a comprehensive cyber risk
program built specifically for your unique needs and industry specifications. Everything you see
in your dashboard is backed by Conquest’s elite team of cybersecurity experts. Our analysts
are standing by 24/7/365 to help identify threats and respond to potential issues.

DEFEND

EVALUATE

SOC

INSPECT

ARMS ROOM

OVERWATCH

SHIELD

ARMED
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DEFEND
The DEFEND module is the home base for your entire
cybersecurity strategy. It gives your organization a
real-time view of system maturity, including compliance,
risks, threat detection, and more.

EVALUATE
The EVALUATE module provides critical
intelligence regarding threats, vulnerabilities, and
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assets on your network. The key risk variables.
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INSPECT
The INSPECT module helps you see how your cybersecurity
program stacks up against industry-specific regulations,
including CUI, DFARS, DoD CMMC, FFIEC, FINRA, HIPAA, and
more. INSPECT provides clear, quantitative progress scores
and actionable steps towards achieving full compliance.

OVERWATCH
The OVERWATCH module provides risk evaluation and
continuous monitoring across your entire ecosystem,
including external providers and supply chain. Even
complex systems within one view.
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multi-tiered and distributed organizations can monitor
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SOC
The SOC (Security Operations Center) module provides one
centralized view of all security alerts and incidents in your
environment. Threats are intuitively organized through a
comprehensive ticketing system, and clearly labeled by time,
location, and severity. In case of an incident, the SOC module
gives you direct access to reporting, response playbooks, and
communication plans.

SHIELD

The ARMS ROOM module lets you compare new

The SHIELD module is a real-time snapshot of your

technologies and solutions against your organization’s

organization’s critical infrastructure, highlighting

maturity requirements. This tool empowers you to quickly

vulnerabilities with hardware and software assets,

make smart security decisions and justify purchases

and providing the foundation required to protect your

based on estimated impact and return on investment.

organization from threats before they occur.
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ARMS ROOM
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NOTIFICATIONS

Stay informed 24/7/365. ARMED immediately alerts key personnel of
potential issues via email, text, and push notification on your phone.
In case of a problem, the platform also provides direct access to
Conquest’s elite team of cybersecurity experts.

ARMED
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ABOUT US
Conquest Cyber provides risk management, threat detection, and response
services for a wide range of heavily regulated industries where the most
sensitive information, data, and systems must be protected from growing
cyber threats. Through Managed Security Services, Cyber Risk Advisory,
and Digital Transformation services, Conquest enables companies to defend
against cyber adversaries, protect their environments, reach and maintain
compliance, and take on digital transformations safely.

U.S.-Managed Microsoft
Gold Competency Partner
for 12-plus years
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CONTACT US
FOR A DEMONSTATION
info@conquestcyber.com
954-308-5105
conquestcyber.com

